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Dear Members and Valued Customers,
Welcome to our Autumn edition of All Seasons.
Please let me introduce myself, my name is Mark
Freund and I am extremely excited about being
appointed the new CEO of Bowral Co-op.
I would like to thank the Board and all the staff for
welcoming me into the business. I have huge job
ahead of me following in footsteps of our former CEO
Craig Perkins, who over the last 5 years along with
his team, has done an amazing job rebuilding the
business to where it is today. There are many
exciting times ahead for the Co-op and I am looking
forward to all the opportunities that lay ahead.

It has been a particularly challenging Spring and Summer, with above
average rain falls across the Southern Highlands.
This has created an abundance of issues not only for our livestock's
health and welfare but also pasture and crop management.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t look much better heading into Autumn, with
above average rain fall predicted again.
Please do not hesitate to call in to the Co-op and speak to one of our
team members on how we help get through these wet and soggy
conditions.
We are very lucky to have fantastic staff across all areas of farming in
the Southern Highlands, who can offer their knowledge both in store and
on-farm visit’s.
Here at the Co-op, we are extremely committed in supporting the
community that has supported us for nearly 100 years.
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THE GARDEN CENTRE

THE

VEGGIE
PATCH
Leek

Tunip

Broccoli

Garlic Clove
Silver Beet
Carrot
Beetroot

Cauliflower

Parsley

Chives

Snowpeas

AUTUMN IN THE GARDEN
Autumn is the ideal time of year to plant trees, shrubs
and perennials because air temperatures have cooled,
soil is still warm and we've had a lot rainfall to increase
soil moisture. It is also one of the most beautiful and
vivid times of the year, with the trees changing colours
from green, to bright reds, purples, oranges and
yellows.
We have beautiful variety of trees coming into
The Garden Centre this Autumn.
Maple: Grows to approx. 5m tall. The new growth is
pale green with fine, white hairs. As the leaves mature
they darken in colour, then turn orange-red and
crimson in autumn.
Claret Ash: Grows to approx. 20m tall. It has glossy
green foliage, which turns claret to deep purple in
autumn

When choosing large trees you need to take the size into
account. Planting trees for instant effect and placing
them too close could cause issues as they grow. It is best
to think how big the tree will be in ten years not the size
of it when you purchase them. Also take into account
when planting if the tree will damage storm water pipes
with its roots and also if it will damage house or
structures once it is fully grown.

Planting Tips
1. Make sure your hole is the correct size for root ball,
there needs to be room for roots to grow.
2. It's a good idea to soak roots in a bucket of water with
seasol to give the plant a better chance.
3. Make sure you have the plant in the right conditions
and area for size.
4. Water in with seasol.

Ginkgo: Grows to approx. 25m tall. It has 2-lobed leaves
resembling the maidenhair fern, which turn a
beautiful buttercup yellow before they fall.
Liquidambar: Grows to approx. 25m tall. The autumn
foliage is spectacular, with colours ranging from
yellow, orange and scarlet to purple.

Be sure to come in and see David, Our Garden Specialist, to help you pick the perfect trees for your home.

EQUINE
ALL ABOUT
ELECTROLYTES
Electrolyte
replacement
supplements for high performance
horses is a well known and long used
succession, especially for racing
horses. As regular sweating leads to
electrolyte
losses,
without
replacement can severely impact
your
horses’
performance.
Electrolyte deficiencies can lead to
dehydration, muscular weakness,
muscle deterioration, overheating
and fatigue, in turn putting your
equine partner at higher risk of
injury.
Some
common
misconceptions
around
using
electrolyte
supplements:
My horse is only in the paddock
they don’t need electrolyte
supplements
Horses only require electrolytes
in Summer.
Only horses with higher blood
temperatures require electrolyte
supplements.

What are electrolytes?
Electrolytes are minerals that carry
an electric charge. When these
minerals dissolve in a fluid they
form positive or negative ions used
in metabolic processes. These
metabolic
processes
include
maintaining proper nerve and
muscle function, maintain acid-base
balance and to keep our equine
partners hydrated.

Horses who routinely sweat daily ,
whether that be due to high
performance workload or living in a
hot or high humidity environment
require an electrolyte supplement
that is composed mainly of minerals
and low sugar content. Your best
supplements are those that match
the composition of sweat. The
principal electrolytes lost in sweat
being chloride, sodium, potassium
and magnesium.

The full base of electrolytes include:
-Sodium
- Magnesium
-Potassium
- Phosphate
-Chloride
- Bicarbonate
-Calcium

In comparison to horses that are
ridden infrequently or are only in
low to moderate work and rarely
sweat a daily electrolyte supplement
is in most cases not necessary.
Horses in low to moderate work are
Which horses require electrolyte sufficient in having daily unlimited
supplements?
access to a salt lick block. Going
back to our 3 most essential
The 3 most essential electrolytes our electrolytes; sodium, chloride and
equine partners require include; potassium, typically, most forages
sodium, chloride and potassium. are a high in potassium, so with the
These electrolytes are required by addition of an unlimited salt lick
our equine athletes throughout all block
containing
sodium
and
seasons of the year and due to all chloride, the combination of forage
different circumstances.
and salt blocks should provide your
horse
with
enough
essential
electrolytes required to maintain
normal body functions.
Rachel Shaw - Saddleworld Retail
Assistant

EQUINE
NATURE'S BOTANICAL
This season has been a challenge from the vast
swamping's of insects that have been bothering and
biting our equine partners. Nature’s Botanical is an allnatural insect repellent offering a solution to
infestation problems!
Nature’s Botanical products have been proven to repel
flies, mosquitos, midges, sand flies, and ticks and is
effective for up to 4 hours. Furthermore, is available in
a roll-on, cream and spray lotion ranging in sizes up to
5L. Making the perfect natural solution for those horses
who get nervous around sprays. With these options, it
also gives asthmatic people the security of not suffering
from spray products.
This product is also safe for people and our furry
domestic friends such as cats, dogs, and especially those
with sensitive skin who are more susceptible to the
listed conditions.

Nature’s Botanical does not only repel insects, it also
aids to sooth and stop the itching and pain that
follows from insect bites. Not only is it manufactured
with natural ingredients, like rosemary and
cedarwood essential oils, it has been proven to be
healthy and beneficial for the skin and does not
contain chemicals such as DEET and Picardan.
Nature’s Botanical can also aid in soothing hives, mild
burns, insect bites and provides relief for those
suffering from eczema, itchy rashes, psoriasis,
dermatitis, athletes’ foot, acne, sunspots and QLD
sweet itch for it has antibacterial, anti fungal and antiinflammatory agents,
It also promotes healing of greasy heal, rain scold and
cover rub. Which is a big problem with the current
climate cycles. With the vast amounts of rain fall and
humidity horses have been more susceptible to these
annoying and costly disorders.

Show season is starting now for 2022.
Natures
Botanical can prevent a lot from going wrong and give
riders the security of knowing their horse won’t be
bothered by fly bites or fungal infections, so you can
get the best quality performance and comfort for your
equine friends
Piper Wales, Saddleworld Retail Assistant

HORSE SUPPLEMENTS
WHEN IT COUNTS, CHOOSE HYGAIN ADVANCED NUTRITION
Provides complete digestive support in a palatable blend,
formulated to stimulate digestion and promote the health of the
digestive tract.
RED SEAWEED EXTRACT (Lithothamnion calcareum), is rich in a
specific, highly effective source of calcium, known for its superior
acid buffering properties.

GLUTAMINE & THREONINE, amino acids assist with digestive
health. Included to ensure adequate supply to support mucin
synthesis and cell regeneration.
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CONCENTRATED SLIPPERY ELM traditionally used for gastric
challenges. Slippery Elm contains mucilage factors which act as a
coating agent.
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CT

DIGESTIVE ENZYMES support the breakdown of feed which
improves digestion and the absorption of nutrients.
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CURCUMIN, is the active compound in Turmeric known for its powerful antioxidant action.
PREBIOTICS have a defined mode of action, promoting a healthy gut and supporting natural defences
essential for optimum health and performance.
PROBIOTICS enhance fibre fermentation and stablilise the microbiome, stimulating activity of beneficial
bacteria in the digestive tract.
MYCOTOXIN BINDER traps and expels mycotoxins to protect and support healthy gut function.
ANISEED flavour is highly palatable for horses

Antioxidant therapy may be of benefit in treating soft tissue
ailments or injury by countering the impact of oxidative
stress. Tendons, muscles, ligaments and joints may all benefit
from effective antioxidant supplementation.
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CURCULAIN PRO provides the collective and well documented
benefits of Curcumin (from Turmeric), Bromelain (from
Pineapple Stem), Boswellia Serrata and Biota Orientalis Seed
Oil to deliver a potent antioxidant boost from Mother Nature
herself.

C

A unique and powerful blend of three naturally derived
antioxidants in liquid form.

HEALTHY HENS
CHICKEN COOP BASICS
Weather in the Southern Highlands can vary a great deal in any one day, warm and sunny, to cold, to windy and it
may even rain.
Ensure your chickens have a solid, weather proof and predator proof coop. This will ensure happy chickens and less
chance of sick or stressed chickens. It’s important to be well prepared with everything you need before purchasing
chickens, especially their housing/chicken coop. If you choose to build a chicken coop, you will need to consider:
size of the coop, location, will it be portable or fixed, placement of feeders, drinkers, nest boxes, and perches.

Jasmine's Tip Top Tips
When choosing the size of your
chicken coop please consider the
number of chickens you are
keeping. Chickens need plenty of
space to forage for grass, bugs, and
insects, also the space for a dirt
bath. Having a large space is also
beneficial for when you plan to add
more chooks to your flock.
Location is key.
A sunny position is great but make
sure there is also enough shade for
those scorching hot days.
Try
building your pen around or beside
a tree or use a bit of shade cloth as
a barrier from the sun.
Is it going to be portable or fixed?
Portability gives you the option to
move the coop around the yard,
and being fixed may allow to have
a larger space for the chickens to
forage. Always make sure they are
protected from predators.

Buying the right feeder and
drinkers, and where to put them is
the
most
commonly
asked
question. It is truly trial and error.
The good option is to hang your
drinker approximately 15cm off the
ground. When your drinker is
raised, your chooks cannot scratch
dust into it and their drinking
water stays cleaner this way.
You want to get a feeder that has a
lid and keep it sheltered from the
weather and other animals. You
can hang your feeders as well, or
look into treadle feeders as an
option.

Nesting boxes should be a good
size for your chook to sit in, lined
with shavings or straw for comfort.
Try placing them away from the
perches to stop any droppings from
dirtying them. You should clean the
boxes weekly, to ensure clean eggs
and less chance of lice or mites
infestation.
Perches should be a good diameter
and long enough to allow the hens
a comfortable roost at night.
Make sure they are strong in
structure and able to handle the
hens weight.

PRODUCE
Arrowquip have been manufacturing yard systems in
Australia since 1988. They come with a 10 year
guarantee whilst using first grade Australian Tubemills
steel. This steel is fully galvanized using a high amount
of zinc which assist in creating a corrosive resistant
barrier.
There has been an extremely high demand over the past
12 to 18 months on cattle and sheep yards , but
unfortunately with long lead times up to 25+ weeks.
We are finally seeing an easing of these long lead times,
with only 8-10 weeks and we now have, in stock,
Arrowquip crushes, panels and ramps.
They have made ordering easier by offering yard
package deals, example 10, 30, 55 (or larger) head yard
systems. A choice can then be made on ramps that are
adjustable, or crushes with varying degrees of side
squeeze to better secure the cow/steer /bull.
They also have a wide range of sheep yard systems.
Again, offering 50, 110, 140 (or larger) head yard designs.
Their sheep and and goat catcher is a simple manual
operation that holds the sheep around its belly , that
immobilizes them at a safe working height. This makes
operations such as crutching, foot paring and mouth
and ear inspections safe and easy.

Contact Jon Fudge,
Our ARROWQUIP Product
Champion for any inquiries

ANIMAL HEALTH
Liver fluke this Autumn
We have had a tremendous amount of rainfall across the Southern Highlands as of late, which makes it more
important than ever to be aware and monitor parasite challenges this brings to your livestock. In particular,
liver fluke.
Liver fluke is a parasite, transmitted by an aquatic snail, that infects pastures near irrigation channels, dams
and drains. Livestock typically consume the infective cysts on the pasture, and then contract the parasite. The
parasite migrates through the liver for a period of 6-8 weeks causing extensive damage, resulting in significant
production losses.

The Southern Highlands is an area
well suited to liver fluke. Liver Fluke,
(Fasciola Hepatica) only occurs in
areas that support an immediate
host. In Australia, these freshwater
snails can be found in areas such as
slow-moving
creeks,
swamps,
springs
or
shallow
irrigation
channels. The snails actually survive
in the mud when water flow
temporarily stops.
The released larvae invade the snail,
multiplying & developing into a
tadpole-like form that leaves the
snail to swim until it attaches itself
to vegetation, where it takes form of
an infective cysts (this process could
take 2-3 months).

Here they become adult fluke where
they lay eggs that are expelled
through faeces
to restart the life cycle. Each adult
fluke can
lay up to 50, 000 eggs/day, rapidly
contaminating pastures. They have a
long life span and can remain in the
liver laying eggs, until the animal
dies or has been successfully
treated.
Animals are at most risk of ingesting
the
infective cyst when grazing around
waterways. At this stage, immature
fluke parasites hatch in the small
intestine & then
penetrate the abdominal cavity.

The flukes travel to the animal’s
liver where they burrow through
the tissue before entering the bile
ducts, a process which takes 12-14
weeks
in cattle & between 8-10 weeks in
sheep.

ANIMAL HEALTH
Liver fluke this Autumn

Always use a product that is known to be "fully effective" at critical times of the year,
such as Autumn and Spring. Monitor the efficacy of your flukicides at least every three
years. Widespread resistance means single-active formulations containing triclabendazole
can no longer be relied upon to deliver effective control of liver fluke.

Liver fluke has a complex life cycle that occurs within host cattle, an intermediate host
and on pastures. Treatments must be timed not only to control infections within cattle,
but to minimise pasture contamination with eggs that will infect your cattle the following
season. The entire herd should be treated in Autumn to control all live fluke present in
cattle and reduce egg production, and again in late Winter/ early Spring to control any
new infections and to prevent the build-up of eggs on pastures over Summer. Industry
experts recommend treating all cattle in late Autumn and early Spring.

All purchased or introduced cattle from endemic regions should be "quarantine"
drenched before being allowed access to pastures. Wherever possible, do not allow cattle
to graze poorly drained or wet pastures and/or restrict access when the risk is lower (e.g.
two weeks after the first frost or following hot and dry conditions over Summer).
Implement a treatment and pasture rotation program to clean up paddocks.

RURAL FENCING SOLUTIONS
ALL ABOUT
ROTECH FENCING
Established in 1998, Rotech Rural is a national manufacturing, import and wholesale business specialising in the
provision of a complete range of reputable, quality rural fencing hardware.
We have established ourselves in the market through the popularity of our patented “Staytight” end assembly
system and our unique range of hinges and latches.
With modern distribution facilities that can deliver Australia wide, we are well positioned to continue our rapid
growth.
It all comes down to our commitment to providing 100% customer satisfaction every time.
We know how important your farm fencing is to you, and we are building a brand of fencing products that you will
be proud to use.

https://rotechrural.com.au/about/

Rotech fencing, it is a very efficient and easy system to use.
There are several benefit's for using metal strainer and stays rather
than timber.

Benefits of Steel
1. The steel posts are easy to install.
2. Fire proof.
3. Termite proof.
4. Long lasting.
5. Fast install, no need to mitre into post like you would with timber.
6. Easy to attach stay with twist tight system.
7. Great strength in footplate system.
8. Simple to attach gates with Rotech hinge sets.

ROTECH IS ONE OF
AUSTRALIA’S
FASTEST GROWING
RURAL FENCING
BRANDS.

RURAL FENCING SOLUTIONS
ALL ABOUT
ROTECH FENCING CONTINUED
When you are starting to build your fence line, you
first need to measure how long your fence line will
be.
You need to work out how many strainers you will
need.

2. Once your strainers are set in place, you then can
proceed with attaching stays and a foot plate. 3/4 of
the way up post is a good spot to put them but you
need to take into account where your wires will be
so they stay is not in the way.

This will depend on the lay of the land and how
many corners or gates you are putting in.

3. Next step is to mark out where your fence line
and star pickets are going. Easy way to do this is to
run a plain wire or barb, depending on type of
fence, from strainer to strainer, tighten wire up
with chain strainers, this will give you the line of
the fence.

Rotech Materials you would need.
1. Strainer 100mm x 2.1. also available in 2.4m
2. Stay 50mm x 3.25
3. Twist-tight stay connectors, These bolt round
100mm strainer post so that you can insert stay
and place on foot plate.
4. Tension cable assembly + footplate
5. Caps for strainer post (to prevent water getting
inside post).
6. Hinge set. There are different types on offer from
easy to install collars with gudgeon and saddle
which take minutes to put on, there is also weld on
and screw on.
Once you have worked out all of the material you
need , it is time to start building the fence:
1. Set your strainers in place, either dig hole and
concrete in, or use a post banger on a tractor if
possible.
* It is a good idea to let your posts set for at least a
day or two before you procced.

4. Work out your spacing of star pickets and mark
out with marking paint.
This is a simple guide to get you started.
There are several different types of fencing, plain
barb five strand, hinge joint and electric fencing.
Do not hesitate to come into the store.
We are happy to help with any questions you may
have.
All the Rotech products are extremely easy to use and
strong, I would highly recommend them to anyone who is
fencing. All you need is an Adjustable spanner.
Once you have worked out all of the material you need it
is then time to start building the fence.
David Smith,
Retail Specialist - Fencing and Gardening

WATER WORKS
SOLAR POWERED
WATER BORE PUMPS
Are you wanting to use water for irrigation or livestock but not sure on what to do or where to start because
you have no power or not enough storage nearby? We have a solution to your problem!
We sell one of the most well-known brands of pumps
around, DAB pumps from White International.
They specialise in all types of pumps
such as drainage submersible
pumps, house pumps, bore pumps
and solar bore pumps.
If you’re a stuck and need some
answers on what solar bore pump
would be best suited for your
application, we can help.
Solar powered water bore pumps are now one of the
only viable options for new water bores where main
power supply is not available. This allows the water
bore to be sited in a suitable location without the
need to supply mains power. This type of installation
can be completely independent of the mains power
supply.
The great things about the solar bore pump is that
you can place them anywhere within your field as
long as there is not much cover to block the solar
panels from the sun.
You can stress less with worrying about the costs of
trenching and running new high voltage cable
through your field, spend less time worrying if you’re
going to hit a cable whilst aerating your paddocks
and you will not have to worry about the ongoing
costs if you were connected to main power.
There is not a lot of maintenance required with solar,
the solar panels will need a bit of a wash maybe
every 12 months, how easy does that sound!

Bore Pump Specialist

Considerations for designing a solar pumping system
include various parameters including: water demand
(volume), water storage, water depth (head), location
of
solar panel/s, along with various
other matters/areas to consider

They
specialise
in
drainage
submersible pumps, house pumps,
bore pumps and solar bore pumps.
Once you have all the details of your drilling report
we can than sort out an opportunity for a site visit.
Another great way for energy saving and producing
water for your irrigation or live stock water needs, is
using your solar bore pump to fill a tank than gravity
feed to your needs (this all depends on the elevation
of the property).

WATER WORKS

AGRONOMY
AUTUMN PASTURE & LIVESTOCK MANAGMENT
The wet weather looks like it is set to continue
through to March.
Here we will discuss what challenges we are going
to be facing taking care of both our pastures and
our livestock.
Our pastures may be over-grown with Summer
active species like paspalum and kikuyu, which are
providing a huge bulk of low-quality feed at this
time of year. This may be useful for dry cows but
will more than likely be impeding on the growth
rates of younger stock without some sort of energy
and protein supplement.
It is important to get the feed grazed and
topped/mulched out of the pasture before the first
frost to limit its impact on shading Winter species
coming through. If the pasture is completely
dominated by these species and other weeds, you
may want to consider a pasture renovation starting
with a clean up crop such as annual ryegrass or a
cereal crop such as oats in drier paddocks.
Heavy infestations of kikuyu and paspalum will
require 2-3 seasons of clean up before being ready
for permanent pasture. Once you have mulched or
topped these Summer species, your higher quality
Winter species, such as ryegrass, may be starved for
nitrogen which will limit potential growth. With soil
temperatures still relatively warm heading into
Winter, urea or a urea based product like greentop
K can provide this nitrogen.
You may also want to consider soil testing to ensure
phosphorus levels are adequate for the growing
season ahead.

What about our livestock?
As mentioned earlier some the overgrown Summer
species will be providing great filler for maintaining
the body weight on our dry cows but not really
doing much for our younger growing stock.
Wherever pasture has gotten rank and over grown,
look to mulch to encourage fresh regrowth which
will be higher in nutritional value.
One thing to be aware of with fast regrowing
pasture is grass tetany. Provide a loose-lick mineral
supplement like Graze-Max Ultra or a grass tetany
lick block. Although animals may not be clinically ill
with grass tetany, they may be suffering subclinically reducing weight gains.

Speak to our produce department about these
products. If you have no choice but to utilize older,
rank pasture, you will need to be supplemented
with an energy source like a livestock pellet or
milled grain.
ALEX GOOD, Agronomist B.Sc.(Ag.)
Email: agood@bowralcoop.com.au

M: 0434 642 663

THE PET CIRCLE

EQUINE
EDITION

EQUINE PURE PINE PELLETS

HORSE BEDDING. PURE SOFT. PURE CLEAN

100% Australian owned and operated.

EquinePure Pellets are pine horse stable
bedding pellets made from the pure heart of
pine (that’s the soft wood inside of the trunk).
That means our pine bedding is 100% bark
and tar free. Also, unlike sawdust and
shavings, there is no dust, no shards and no
contaminants in EquinePure horse bedding
pellets.
The low resin and barkfree content of the heart
of pine means higher
absorbency, longer life
and a cleaner, safer,
healthier environment for
you and your horse.
If your horse suffers from allergies, sensitive
skin or breathing issues, EquinePure is the
perfect solution that can improve your
horse’s performance and attitude from stable
to work. Because it's pure virgin pine, there
are no allergens or irritants that may
aggravate respiratory conditions. If your
horse is fine with pine, they will be fine with
EquinePure.
Don't be bogged down with wet, dusty, sticky
bedding that stains your horse's chrome and
gets stuck under shoes and in frogs. Because
of the lightness of our bedding, it does not
compact in hooves.
Put it in your float to stop splashback to give
your horse more comfortable, secure footing
and a smother ride. It's a great shock
absorber.
Our bedding pellets expand faster, remain
fluffy for longer and lock in moisture for easy
removal better and faster than any pellet
bedding on the market today. There are lots
of different pellets out there for different
applications: heating pellets, fuel pellets, cat
litter pellets, composting pellets and more.
Our
EquinePure Pellets have been fully tested and
are specifically manufactured for horse
bedding use. Using our unique technology
specifically created for horses, we are able to
mix and compress the highest quality raw
pine into the optimal shape and density to
ensure every bag of pellets will be perfect
every time.

#HORSESOFTHEBOWRALCOOP

Azul,
2 year old
Andalusian

Beau,
25 year old
Thoroughbred

Texas
13 year old
Quarter Horse Cross

DETAILS
IN-STORE

ORDER ONLINE OR COME IN STORE
20% OFF
SELECTED
SUMMER
STOCK!

SALE
SALE
SALE

MEET THE TEAM
MEET MALCOLM,
RETAIL SALES
ASSISTANT

MEET SEAN,
PRODUCE 2IC

Sean first started with the Produce Team 3.5 years
ago as a casual produce assistant, he quickly
worked his way into a full-time and has recently
been promoted as the Produce Team 2IC.
Sean is a Product Champion for Rapid Plas,
Bainbridge Vet and Prime 100 dog foods. Sean was
born and raised in the Wollondilly Shire and grew
up on acreage thus becoming quite experienced
on the land.
He has a wealth of experience with fencing,
gardening, landscaping, irrigation and farming.
Sean grew up playing soccer for Yerrinbool Soccer
club. He enjoys travelling and is always looking for
new ways to keep busy and is very keen on
learning new ways to use his BBQ smoker to
create delicious recipes.

November

David Smith

Malcolm has been apart of the Retail Team staff
going on 4 years this March 2022. Malcolm is one of
our all-rounder expertise employees.
Malcolm has lived in the Southern Highlands since
1997 but was born and raised in Bath, England.
Malcolm is very creative and quite the handy
person. He thoroughly enjoys renovating and
tackling new projects within his home and is always
looking for ways to continually build and create
more in his gardens.
Recently, Malcolm took on the brave challenge of
rescuing and adopting a "feral" kitten, who has
since tamed and become quite a good companion
for his black cat Vinny.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

December

Jasmine HUtton

January

Sean Towndrow

MEET OUR MEMBERS
MEET GORDON COLE
Gordon Cole is a 4th generation member of the Bowral Co-Op, of almost 20+ years. He was born
and continues to live in the Southern Highlands with his wife Miriam and their well-known to
the staff here, kelpies.
Gordon was born into rural work, growing up on a dairy farm learning at a young age the ropes
of managing and working on rural properties with livestock such as cattle, goats and horses,
irrigation, and gardens and most importantly for his involvement in community clubs.
Gordon is the President of the Burradoo Polocrosse Club going on 10 years now, he even played
four seasons with the club whilst being the president. Gordon really wanted us to share more
about the club and its history in the Highlands.
A historical fact about the Burradoo Polocrosse Club, is that it is the oldest functioning
polocrosse club in the World. Polocrosse has been long known as the “King of the One Horse
Sport” and is often referred to as rugby on horseback. It is a family-oriented sport with grades
to cater for all levels of ability from the novice through to highly experienced and competitive
riders. Players range from 5 years of age through to just over 80.
The Burradoo Polocrosse Carnival is this 19th-20th of March and is free entry. Their canteen and
bar are open all weekend.

SERVICES

Merchants provides land management
services
of
rural,
industrial
and
commercial properties.
merchantscontracting.com.au

"From our paddock to your
plate"
Buy delicious local beef,
lamb and pork direct from
our Southern Highlands
farm with confidence
www.maehillfarm.com.au

Dream Dream Horticultural Solutions
offers landscape design, expert
horticultural consultancy,
landscape/garden maintenance
scheduling and project management
for NSW and ACT
info@dreamgreenhorticulture.com.au

DAILY DELIVERIES

AUTUMN EVENTS
Champagne & Camels
Elouera Vale
Friday March 4th 10-12pm

RSVP: info@suttonfarm.com.au

Sam Lyle Clinic
Wallaby HIll

Moss Vale Polocrosse
Carnival
Bong Bong Racecourse
5th & 6th of March

Robertson Show
Home of the famous
Robertson spud races

POSTONED- stay tuned
for updates

11th & 12th of March

Wollondilly Pony Club
Dressage & Showjumping
Competition

Moss Vale Show
The 136th Moss Vale Show

12th-13th of March

18th-20th of March
13th of March

Burradoo Polocrosse
Carnival
Bong Bong Racecourse

Bowral Dressage Club
Official CompetitivePrelim to Grand Prix
Closed Un-restrictedPrep to Novice

19th-20th of March
FREE Entry

26th of March

Shibumi Fun Day
Shibumi Equestrian Centre

Royal Easter Show
Sydney Showground

10th of April

8th-19th of April

shibumi.net.au

eastershow.com.au

@BowralCoop
@saddleworldbowral
#bowralcoop
#saddleworldbowral

Berrima Horse Trials
'Araluen' Grounds
CCN2.5* to EvA60
2nd & 3rd of April

Follow us on our
pages for more
Autumn Events

Visit our websites:
bowralcoop.com.au
saddleworldbowral.com.au/shop

Autumn 2022

